PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENT

AC TRANSIT

BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT

PREAMBLE

This Agreement is made and entered into on the Effective Date, by and between the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District together with other contractors and/or subcontractors who shall become signatory to this Agreement by signing the "Agreement To Be Bound" (Addendum "A"), the Building and Construction Trades Council of Alameda County, AFL-CIO and its affiliated local Union(s) signatory hereto.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the District, in cooperation with the Federal Transit Administration, proposes to implement the East Bay Bus Rapid Transit project along an approximately 9.5 mile arterial corridor through the cities of Oakland and San Leandro, in Alameda County, California. The Project is designed to provide superior public transit through one of the District’s busiest corridors. The BRT service will feature 5-minute headways, light-rail-like bus stations with ADA compliant passenger amenities, Traffic Signal Priority (TSP) for advancing buses through signalized intersections along arterials, dedicated bus lanes, and improved lighting and pedestrian facilities. Progressing from north to south, the proposed route starts in downtown Oakland at the 20th Street Transit center, then turns south on Broadway in mixed traffic as far as 11th and 12th Streets. A one-way couplet of exclusive bus lanes on 11th and 12th continues to Lake Merritt, where the buses continue in mixed flow to East 12th Street and International Boulevard. Another couplet of exclusive one-way bus lanes continues on East 12th Street and International Boulevard as far as 14th Avenue. From this location, the BRT continues as two lanes in the median of International Boulevard to the San Leandro City Line. From this point on, the street name is East 14th Street as the route turns east onto Davis Street, terminating at the San Leandro Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station. The preliminary estimated capital cost for the total project is $177.9 million (in year of construction dollars); approximately $102 million is for construction. The proposed funding sources for this project are from the Federal Transit Administration Section 5309 Small Starts and Section 5309 bus and bus facilities programs, Regional Measure 2 (Bridge Tolls), Alameda County Measure B (Sales Tax), and State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP) funding through the Alameda County Transportation Commission (Alameda CTC) Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The Project is subject to change, adequate funding, and continued support/approval of the District as well as the cities of Oakland and San Leandro.
WHEREAS, the Bus Rapid Transit Project is a large, complex, multi-craft, and long-term project, for which a project labor agreement would advance the parties' mutual interests, including the District's proprietary interests; and

WHEREAS, the Contractor(s) will be engaged in construction of the Project; and

WHEREAS, a skilled labor pool represented by the Union(s) will be required to complete the work involved; and

WHEREAS, the Union(s) and the District wish to insure labor peace for the Project, and avoidance of any disruption that could jeopardize the schedule and timeliness of the construction process, where both contractors that are signatory to collective bargaining agreements of the Union(s) are supervising employees that are members of the Union(s) and where contractors that are not signatory to collective bargaining agreements are supervising employees; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree that one of the primary purposes of this Agreement is to avoid the tensions that might arise on the Project if Union(s) and non-Union(s) workers of different employers were to work side by side on the Project, thereby leading to labor disputes that could delay completion of the Project; and

WHEREAS, the parties to this Agreement mutually agree that safety, quality, productivity and labor harmony are primary goals; and

WHEREAS, the District desires to provide construction training and employment opportunities through apprentice and pre-apprentice programs; and

WHEREAS, the parties recognize the need for safe, efficient and speedy construction in order to reduce unnecessary delays and insure timely completion of the Project; and

WHEREAS, the parties wish to advance the goals of Project Employment Requirements on the Project; and

WHEREAS, the parties desire mutually to establish and stabilize wages, hours and working conditions for the employees employed on the Project by Contractor(s), and to further encourage close cooperation to achieve a satisfactory, continuous and harmonious relationship between the parties to this Agreement

NOW THEREFORE, the parties, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants herein contained, mutually agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1. DEFINITIONS

The following capitalized terms shall have the following meaning in this Agreement. All terms include both the singular and plural form.
1.1. "Agreement" means this Project Labor Agreement, including all Addenda.


1.3. "Council" means the Building and Construction Trades Council of Alameda County, AFL-CIO.

1.4. "Contractor(s)" means any individual, firm, partnership or combination thereof, including joint ventures, that is an independent business enterprise and that has entered into a Construction Contract. This definition includes both prime contractors and subcontractors of any tier. "Contractor(s)" does not include an entity performing only work that is excluded from Covered Work pursuant to Article 16.

1.5. 'Covered Work" means the work performed as part of the Project and as described in Article 3, except as specifically excluded under Article 16.

1.6. "Disadvantaged Worker" means an individual who, prior to commencing work on the Project, is domiciled in an Economically Disadvantaged Area (as defined in the Construction Careers Policy) and faces at least two of the following barriers to employment: (1) being homeless; (2) being a custodial single parent; (3) receiving public assistance; (4) having a criminal record or other Criminal Justice System Involvement (as defined in the Construction Careers Policy); (5) suffering from Chronic Unemployment (as defined in the Construction Careers Policy); (6) emancipated from the foster care system; or (7) being a veteran of the U.S. military.

1.7. "District" means the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District.

1.8. "Federal Targeted Worker" shall mean a female or minority worker, whom contractors on federally-funded projects are required to take affirmative action to employ, pursuant to United States Executive Order 11246 and its implementing regulations set forth at 41 CFR sec. 60-4, "Construction Contractors’ Affirmative Action Requirements," as amended from time to time. Currently, for the San Francisco—Oakland Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs’ Federal Register publications have established affirmative action percentage goals of 25.6% of work hours for minorities, and 6.9% for women. See Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs’ Technical Assistance Guide for Federal Construction Contractors, May 2009. “Minority” includes individuals in the following categories: (i) Black (all persons having origins in any of the Black African racial groups not of Hispanic origin); (ii) Hispanic (all persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American or other Spanish Culture or origin, regardless of race); (iii) Asian and Pacific Islander (all persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian Subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands); and (iv) American Indian or Alaskan Native (all persons having origins in any of the original peoples of North America and maintaining identifiable tribal affiliations through membership and participation or community identification).
1.9. "General Contractor(s)" means any contractor awarded a Construction Contract directly by the District.

1.10. "Joint Administrative Committee" means the six-person committee established by the District and the Union(s), with such authority and duties as set forth in this Agreement.

1.11. "Master Labor Agreement" or "MLA" means the Master Collective Bargaining Agreement of a Union(s); such agreements are incorporated herein by reference, a current copy of which shall be provided to the District by each Union(s) upon request by the District to the Council, and kept on file with the District.

1.12. "Pre-Job Conference" means the meeting described in Article 8.

1.13. "Project" means any work performed in furtherance the Bus Rapid Transit Project as described in the “Record of Decision on the East Bay Bus Rapid Transit Project in Alameda County, California,” issued by the Federal Transit Administration on June 8, 2012, including attachments (the “ROD”). The District and the Council may mutually agree in writing to add additional components to the Project’s scope of work to be covered under this Agreement. The District reserves the right to determine whether or not to proceed with components or portions of the Project as described in the ROD; all Project components as described in the ROD that are actually constructed shall fall within the scope of this definition.

1.14. "Project Employment Requirements" means the District’s Construction Careers Policy and any targeted employment requirements applicable to the Project pursuant to funding sources, including the goals for employment of minorities and women established pursuant to U.S. Executive Order 11246.

1.15. "Union(s)" means the Building and Construction Trades Council of Alameda County, AFL-CIO and any affiliated labor organization signatory to this Agreement, each acting on their own behalf and on behalf of their respective affiliates and member organizations whose names are subscribed hereto and who have through their officers executed this Agreement.

**ARTICLE 2. PURPOSE**

2.1. The purposes of this Agreement are to promote efficient construction operations for the Project, to ensure an adequate supply of skilled craftspersons, to provide for labor-management peace and an efficient, expedited, effective and binding procedure for settling labor disputes without labor disruption or lockouts, and to facilitate implementation of the Project Employment Requirements. In so doing, the parties to this Agreement establish the foundation to promote the public interest, to provide a safe work place, to assure high quality construction, to ensure an uninterrupted construction project, and to secure optimum productivity, on-schedule performance, and satisfaction.
2.2. It is the intent of the parties to set out uniform and fair working conditions for the efficient and economical completion of the Project, maintain harmonious labor/management relations, and eliminate strikes, lockouts and other delays.

2.3. Parties to this Agreement acknowledge and agree that the terms of the Project Employment Requirements, which govern all construction work on the Project, advance the public interest and the policy goals of the District in the expenditure of public funds. It is the belief and intent of the parties that this Agreement facilitates and advances the purposes of the Project Employment Requirements, in addition to having the other benefits and achieving the other purposes described herein.

2.4. The construction to take place under this Agreement involves special circumstances that dictate the need for parties to develop specific procedures to promote high quality, rapid and uninterrupted construction methods and practices. The smooth operation and successful and timely completion of the work is vitally important to the District and the communities it serves. The parties agree that, with multiple Contractor(s) and crafts performing Project Work on multiple sites over an extended period of time, it is essential that all parties work in a spirit of harmony and cooperation and with an overriding commitment to maintain the continuity of Project Work.

ARTICLE 3. SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

3.1. District will apply this Agreement as a contract specification of all Construction Contracts as specifically defined herein. This Agreement shall apply only to construction/craft employees working for this Project represented by the Union(s) signatory hereto.

3.2. Covered Work: This Agreement applies to all work in furtherance of the Project and within a craft jurisdiction as described in an MLA. Such work includes, but is not limited to: all on-site site preparation, surveying, construction, alteration, demolition, installation, painting or repair of buildings, structures and other works, and related activities, including landscaping and temporary fencing, pipelines (including those in linear corridors built to serve the project), pumps, pump stations, start-up, and modular furniture installation. Such work includes work done for the Project in temporary yards or areas adjacent to the Project, and at any on-site or off-site batch plant constructed solely to supply materials to the Project. This work includes all soils and materials testing and inspection where such testing and inspection is a classification in which a prevailing wage determination has been published. Such work includes:

3.2.1. This Agreement shall apply to any start-up, calibration, performance testing, repair, maintenance, operational revisions to systems and/or subsystems performed within six months after final notice of completion. With regard to wholly prefabricated components, this Agreement shall apply to repairs of installation of any such components, but shall not apply to repair of preexisting or intrinsic defects in such components themselves.
3.2.2. This Agreement covers all on-site fabrication work over which the District or Contractor(s) possess the right of control (including work done for the Project in any temporary yard or area established for the Project. Additionally, it is agreed hereby that this Agreement covers off-site work, including fabrication necessary for the Project defined herein, that is covered by a current MLA or local addenda to a National Agreement of the applicable Union(s) that is in effect as of the execution date of this Agreement.

3.2.3. The furnishing of supplies, equipment or materials which are stockpiled for later use shall in no case be considered subcontracting. Construction building material delivery truckers, trucking companies and trucking brokers, performing construction trucking work, such as the delivery of ready-mix, asphalt, aggregate, sand or other fill material which are directly incorporated into the construction process as well as the off-hauling of debris and excess fill material and/or mud, shall be covered by the terms and conditions of this Agreement, to the fullest extent provided by law, or by prevailing wage determinations of the California Department of Industrial Relations.

3.3. Work covered under this Agreement within the craft jurisdiction of the Elevator Constructors will be performed under the terms of the National Agreement of the International Union(s) of Elevator Constructors except that of this Agreement shall prevail and be applied to such work. Work covered by the Agreement within the craft jurisdiction of the Boilermakers will be performed under the terms of the National Transient Lodge (NTL) Articles of Agreement except that of the Agreement shall prevail and be applied to such work. Work covered by this Agreement within the NTL Articles of Agreement, the National Stack/Chimney Agreement, the National Cooling Tower Agreement, all instrument calibration work and loop checking shall be performed under the terms of the UA/IBEW Joint National Agreement for Instrument and Control Systems Technicians, except that Articles 6, 7, 12, 14, 15, and 16 of this Agreement shall prevail and be applied to such work.

3.4. The on-site installation or application of all items shall be performed by the craft having jurisdiction over such work as set forth under the provisions of this Agreement. If required in order to protect terms of a preexisting written warranty applicable to purchased equipment, a representative of the equipment manufacturer may direct and supervise workers employed pursuant to this Agreement in performance of installation or repairs. The issue of whether a preexisting written warranty with such terms is applicable to purchased equipment shall be subject to the grievance and arbitration clause in Article 12 of this Agreement.

3.5. After installation by the Contractor(s) and upon the issuance of a notice of substantial completion, final completion or formal acceptance of a portion of the project or a building system of the Project, it is understood, the District reserves the right to perform start-up, operation, repair, maintenance or revision of equipment or systems with employees of the District. If required, the service representative may make a final check and may direct
workmen on site to make any necessary repairs to protect the terms of a manufacturer's guarantee or warranty prior to start-up of a piece of equipment.

3.6. It is expressly agreed and understood by the parties hereto that the District shall have the right to purchase material and equipment from any source, except where limited by this Agreement, and the craftspersons will handle and install such material and equipment as described herein.

3.7. Exclusions: Without limiting the foregoing, items specifically excluded from the scope of this Agreement are:

3.7.1. The Agreement is not intended to, and shall not affect or govern the award of public works contracts that are awarded by the District but are not within the scope of the Project;

3.7.2. The Agreement shall not apply to a Contractor(s)’s non-construction employees or employees performing professional or support services, including but not limited to: executives, managerial employees, engineering employees and supervisors above the level of general foreman, construction managers or project managers employed by or on contract with the District, staff engineers or other professional engineers, laboratory technicians, licensed architects, administrative and management employees, drafters, timekeepers, messengers, security guards (except those covered by existing MILAs);

3.7.3. Any work undertaken by state, county, city or other governmental bodies, or their contractors, or by public utilities or their contractors; and/or by the District or its contractors for work that is not part of the scope of the Project;

3.7.4. Off-site maintenance of leased equipment and on-site supervision of such work;

3.7.5. All work by employees of District contractors involving general maintenance and/or repair and/or cleaning work, except as covered by this Agreement and within the scope of the Project; and

3.7.6. All work by employees of the District.

ARTICLE 4. EFFECT OF AGREEMENT

4.1. The Agreement shall apply and is limited to all Contractor(s), the District, and the Union(s). It is recognized by the parties to this Agreement that the Contractor(s) are acting only on behalf of said Contractor(s), and said Contractor(s) have no authority, either expressed, implied, actual, apparent or ostensible, to speak for or bind the District. Further, it is understood that this is a self-contained, stand alone Agreement and that by virtue of having
become bound to this Agreement, neither the District nor the Contractor(s) will be obligated to sign any local, area or national agreement, or MLA, with any signatory Union(s) hereto.

4.2. By executing the Agreement, the Union(s) and the District agree to be bound by each and all of the provisions of the Agreement, including all Addenda. The District is an owner of the Project, but shall not be considered an employer or joint employer for any work covered by this Agreement, and, with regard to its employment practices, is not bound by provisions of this Agreement applicable to Contractor(s).

4.3. The provisions of this Agreement, including the MLAs, shall apply to the work covered by this Agreement, notwithstanding the provisions of any other local, area and/or national agreements which may conflict with or differ from the terms of this Agreement. Where a subject covered by the provisions of this Agreement is also covered by a MLA, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail. Where a subject is covered by the provisions of an MLA and is not covered by this Agreement, the provisions of the MLA shall prevail.

4.4. The District will apply this Agreement as a contract specification of all Construction Contracts. By accepting the award of a Construction Contract, each Contractor(s) agrees to be bound by each and every provision of the Agreement and agrees that it will evidence its acceptance prior to the commencement of work by executing the Agreement To Be Bound in the form attached hereto as Addendum A. If after award of a prime contract, a prime contractor refuses to execute the Agreement To Be Bound, then the District shall not execute or enter into the prime contract with such prime contractor. Lower-tier contractors that refuse to execute the Agreement To Be Bound may not be awarded a Construction Contract by any Contractor(s), and may not participate on the Project. Provisions of this Article 4 requiring prospective contractors to execute the Agreement to be Bound, and to perform work pursuant to terms of this Agreement, are not applicable where excluded pursuant to Article 16.

4.5. At the time that any Contractor(s) enters into a subcontract with any subcontractor providing for the performance of any portion of a Construction Contract, the Contractor(s) shall provide a copy of this Agreement, as it may from time to time be modified, to said subcontractor and shall require the subcontractor as a part of accepting an award of a Construction Contract to agree in writing to be bound by each and every provision of this Agreement prior to the commencement of work. The obligations of a Contractor(s) pursuant to this Agreement may not be evaded by subcontracting.

4.6. Each Contractor(s) shall give written notice to the District and the Council, of any subcontract involving the performance of Covered Work within either seven (7) calendar days of entering such subcontract or before such Contractor(s) commences work on the Project, whichever occurs first. Such notice shall specify the name, address and the California State License Board license number of the Contractor(s). Written notice at a Pre-Job Conference shall be deemed written notice under this provision for those Contractor(s) listed at the Pre-Job Conference only.
ARTICLE 5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTIES

5.1. This Agreement shall only be binding on the signatory parties hereto and Contractor(s) having executed the Agreement To Be Bound, and shall not apply to parents, affiliates, other divisions of such entities. This Agreement does not create and does not have the effect of creating any joint employer, single employer or alter-ego status between or among Contractor(s) or between or among any of the parents, affiliates, other divisions of Contractor(s), or other joint or sole ventures of any Contractor(s).

5.2. Each Contractor(s) shall alone be liable and responsible for its own individual acts and conduct and for any breach or alleged breach of this Agreement. Any alleged breach of this Agreement by a Contractor(s) or any dispute between a Union(s) and a Contractor(s) respecting compliance with the terms of this Agreement, shall not affect the rights, liabilities, obligations and duties of any entity not party to the dispute.

5.3. It is mutually agreed by the parties that any liability of a Union(s) shall be several and not joint. Any alleged breach of this Agreement by a signatory Union(s) shall not affect the rights, liabilities, obligations and duties between the Contractor(s) and the other Union(s) party to this Agreement.

5.4. It is recognized by the parties to this Agreement that the Contractor(s) are acting only on behalf of said Contractor(s), and said Contractor(s) have no authority, either expressed, implied, actual, apparent or ostensible, to speak for or bind the District.

5.5. The Council shall assign a representative to this Project for the purpose of assisting Union(s) and Contractor(s), and working with the Joint Administrative Subcommittee, to work toward completion of the construction of the Project economically, efficiently, continuously and without any interruption, delays or work stoppages.

ARTICLE 6. NO STRIKES - NO LOCKOUTS

6.1. The Union(s), District, and Contractor(s) agree that with regard to the Project:

6.1.1. Each Union(s) and its officers, members, agents, representatives, employees, and any other person acting on behalf of said Union(s), shall not incite, encourage, condone or participate in any strike, sympathy strike, walkout, slowdown, sit-down, sick-out, boycott, picketing, withholding of labor, interference with work or handbilling by the Union(s) or employees employed on the Project, at the job site of the Project or at any other facility of District because of a dispute on the Project, and it is expressly agreed that any such action is a violation of this Agreement. Disputes arising between the Union(s) and Contractor(s) on other projects are not governed by the terms of this Agreement or this Article 6.

6.1.2. As to employees employed on the Project, there shall be no lockout of any kind by a Contractor(s) with regard to performance of work on the Project. The term
"lockout" does not refer to the discharge, termination or layoff of employees by the Contractor(s) acting within terms of the applicable MLA.

6.1.3. If an MLA expires before the Contractor(s) completes the performance of the Construction Contract and the Union(s) or Contractor(s) gives notice of demands for a new or modified MLA, the Union(s) agrees that it will not engage in any conduct described in Article 6.1.1. of this Agreement and the Union(s) and the Contractor(s) agree that the expired MLA shall continue in full force and effect for work covered under this Agreement until a new or modified master collective bargaining agreement is reached between the Union(s) and Contractor(s). If the new or modified MLA provides that any terms of the MLA shall be retroactive, the Contractor(s) agrees to comply with any retroactive terms of the new or modified MLA which are applicable to employees who were employed on the projects during the interim with retroactive payment due within seven (7) calendar days of the effective date of the modified MLA.

6.1.4. Withholding of labor for failure of a Contractor(s) to tender Trust Fund contributions as required in accordance with Article 17 and/or for failure to meet its weekly payroll is not a violation of this Article 6; however, the Union(s) shall give the affected Contractor(s) and the District written notice seventy-two (72) hours prior to the withholding of employees when failure to tender trust fund contributions has occurred. There shall be one (1) day’s notice when failure to meet weekly payroll has occurred or when paychecks are determined to be nonnegotiable by a financial institution normally recognized to honor such paychecks.

6.1.5. Should a Contractor(s) performing work on this Project be delinquent in the payment of Trust Fund contributions required under this Agreement, the Union(s) may request that the General Contractor(s) issue joint checks payable to the Contractor(s) and the appropriate employee benefit Trust Fund(s), on behalf of the employee(s) until such delinquencies are satisfied. Any Trust Fund claiming that a Contractor(s) is delinquent in its fringe benefit contributions to the Trust Funds will provide written notice of the alleged delinquency to the affected Contractor(s), with copies to the General Contractor(s) and the District. The notice will indicate the amount of delinquency asserted and the period that the delinquency covers. It is agreed, however, with respect to Contractor(s) delinquent in trust or benefit contribution payments, that nothing in this Agreement shall affect normal contract remedies available under the MLAs. If a General Contractor(s) is delinquent in the payment of Trust Fund(s) contributions for covered work performed on this project, the General Contractor(s) agrees that the affected Trust Fund(s) may place the District on notice of such delinquencies and the General Contractor(s) further agrees that the District may issue joint checks to the General Contractor(s) and the Trust Fund(s), on behalf of the employee(s) until the delinquency is satisfied.
6.2. Any party to this Agreement shall institute the following procedure, prior to
initiating any other action at law or equity, when a breach of this Article is alleged
to have occurred:

6.2.1. A party invoking this procedure shall notify Thomas Angelo, as the permanent
Arbitrator, or, Robert Hirsch, as the alternate Arbitrator under this procedure. In
the event that the permanent Arbitrator is unavailable at any time, the alternate
will be contacted. If neither is available, then a selection shall be made pursuant to
the process set forth in Article 12.2.2, Step 5 of Notice to the arbitrator shall be by
the most expeditious means available, with notices by facsimile or telephone to
the District and the party alleged to be in violation and to the Council and
involved local Union(s) if a Union(s) is alleged to be in violation.

6.2.2. Upon receipt of said notice, the District will contact the designated Arbitrator
named above or his alternate, who will attempt to convene a hearing within
twenty-four (24) hours if it is contended that the violation still exists.

6.2.3. The arbitrator shall notify the parties by facsimile or telephone of the place and
time for the hearing. Said hearing shall be completed in one session, which, with
appropriate recesses at the arbitrator's discretion, shall not exceed twenty-four
(24) hours unless otherwise agreed upon by all parties. A failure of any party to
attend said hearings shall not delay the hearing of evidence or the issuance of an
award by the arbitrator.

6.2.4. The sole issue at the hearing shall be whether or not a violation of Article 6.1 of
the Agreement has occurred. The arbitrator shall have no authority to consider
any matter of justification, explanation or mitigation of such violation or to award
damages, which issue is reserved for court proceedings, if any. The award shall
be issued in writing within three (3) hours after the close of the hearing, and may
be issued without a written opinion. If any party desires a written opinion, one
shall be issued within fifteen (15) calendar days, but its issuance shall not delay
compliance with or enforcement of the award. The arbitrator may order cessation
of the violation of this Article and other appropriate relief and such award shall be
served on all parties by hand or registered mail upon issuance.

6.2.5. Such award may be enforced by any Court of competent jurisdiction upon the
filing of this Agreement and all other relevant documents referred to above in the
following manner. Written notice of the filing of such enforcement proceedings
shall be given to the other party. In the proceeding to obtain a temporary order
enforcing the arbitrator's award as issued under Article 6.2.4 of this Article, all
parties waive the right to a hearing and agree that such proceedings may be ex
parte. Such agreement does not waive any party's right to participate in a hearing
for a final order or enforcement. The Court's order or orders enforcing the
arbitrator's award shall be served on all parties by hand or delivered by certified
mail.
6.2.6. Any rights created by statute or law governing arbitration proceedings inconsistent with the above procedure, or that interfere with compliance, are waived by the parties.

6.2.7. The fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be divided equally between the party instituting the arbitration proceedings provided in this Article and the party alleged to be in breach of its obligation under this Article.

ARTICLE 7. WORK ASSIGNMENTS AND JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES

7.1. The assignment of Covered Work will be solely the responsibility of the Contractor(s) performing the work involved; and such work assignments will be in accordance with the Plan for the Settlement of Jurisdictional Disputes in the Construction Industry (the “Plan”) or any successor Plan.

7.2. All jurisdictional disputes on this Project between or among the Union(s) and the Contractor(s) shall be settled and adjusted according to the present Plan established by the Building and Construction Trades Department, or any other plan or method of procedure that may be adopted in the future by the Building and Construction Trades Department. Decisions rendered shall be final, binding and conclusive on the Contractor(s) and Union(s) parties to this Agreement.

7.2.1. For the convenience of the parties, and in recognition of the expense of travel between Northern California and Washington, D.C., at the request of any party to a jurisdictional dispute under this Agreement, an arbitrator shall be chosen by the procedures specified in Article V, Section 5, of the Plan from a list composed of John Kagel, Thomas Angelo, Robert Hirsch and Thomas Pagan, and the arbitrator’s hearing on the dispute shall be held at the applicable Building and Construction Trades Council. All other procedures shall be as specified in the Plan.

7.3. All jurisdictional disputes shall be resolved without the occurrence of any strike, work stoppage, or slow-down of any nature, and the Contractor(s) assignment shall be adhered to until the dispute is resolved. Individuals violating this Article shall be subject to immediate discharge.

7.4. Each Contractor(s) shall conduct a Pre-Job Conference with the Council prior to commencing Covered Work. The Contractor(s) and the District will be advised in advance of all such conferences and may participate if they wish. Pre-Job Conferences for different Contractor(s) may be held together.
ARTICLE 8. PRE-JOB CONFERENCES

8.1 A mandatory Pre-Job Conference will be held prior to the commencement of work to establish the scope of work in each Contractor(s)’ contract and assignment of such work. Such conference shall be attended by a representative each from the participating Contractor(s), including all subcontractors, the Union(s) and the District. When a contract has been let to a Contractor(s) covered hereby, this Pre-Job Conference shall be required and shall be held at the offices of the Council. Pre-job Conferences for different Contractor(s) may be held together. The District will be advised in advance of all such conferences and may participate if they wish. The District and the Council may mutually agree to waive the requirement to hold a Pre-Job Conference for any particular Construction Contract.

8.2 The Contractor(s) performing the work shall have the responsibility for making work assignments in accordance with Article 8.1 of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 9. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

9.1 The District maintains complete discretion and to select Contractor(s) and award contracts for performance of Covered Work. There shall be no limitation or restriction upon the District in the choice of materials or upon the full use of equipment, machinery, package units, factory pre-cast, prefabricated or preassembled materials, tools or other labor-saving devices. The District shall have the right to purchase material and equipment from any source, and the craftspersons will handle and install such material and equipment, in accordance with this Agreement.

9.2 The Contractor(s) have the sole and exclusive right and authority to oversee and manage construction operations on Project Work, in compliance with terms of the applicable MLAs and this Agreement. This authority includes, but is not limited to, the right to:

(a) Plan, direct and control the workforce and the operation of all the work;

(b) Hire, promote, transfer and layoff employees as deemed appropriate to meet work requirements and/or skills required,

(c) Determine the competency of all employees, the number of employees required in compliance with lawful manning provisions, and the duties of such employees within their craft jurisdiction;

(d) Require all employees to observe security and safety regulations, consistent with the provisions of this Agreement; these security and safety regulations shall be reviewed and mutually agreed upon at the Pre-Job Conference and supplied to all employees and/or posted on the jobsite;

(e) Establish a system for checking employees in and out of the Project site;
Assign and schedule work at its sole discretion and determine when overtime will be worked consistent with provisions of this Agreement, terms of Construction Contracts, and any applicable MLA;

Utilize any work methods, procedures or techniques and select and use any type or kind of materials, apparatus or equipment regardless of source, manufacturer or designator, in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, including the fabrication provisions herein; and

The inspection of incoming shipments of equipment, machinery, and construction materials of every kind shall be performed at the discretion of the Contractor(s) by individuals of its choice, in accordance with this Agreement.

The foregoing listing of management rights shall not be deemed to exclude other functions not specifically set forth herein. The Contractor(s), therefore, retain all legal rights not specifically limited by this Agreement or provisions of an applicable MLA.

**ARTICLE 10. WORK RULES**

10.1. Work rules shall apply as set forth in the applicable MLA, except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement.

10.2. Except where an applicable MLA requires otherwise, the selection of craft foremen and general foremen shall be entirely under discretion of the Contractor(s), and foremen and general foremen shall take orders from the designated Contractor(s)' representatives.

10.3. There shall be no limit on production by employees. Craftpersons shall work under the supervision of the craft foremen.

10.4. Reasonable security procedures for control of tools, equipment and materials may be established in the discretion of Contractor(s). Such measures will be presented at the Pre-Job Conference.

10.5. All employees will comply with the reasonable security procedures established and published by the Contractor(s) and/or the District. Such measures will be presented at the Pre-Job Conference.

10.6. The standard work week for the Project will be five (5) consecutive days Monday-Friday. Eight (8) consecutive hours, between 6:00a.m. and 6:00p.m., shall constitute a work day. There will be half-hour lunch period during the shift. The Contractor(s) may vary the starting time to take advantage of daylight hours, weather conditions, shifts, traffic conditions, or local law or permit requirements. An alternate four (4) day ten (10) hour shift may be elected by the Contractor(s) and will be Monday-Thursday. The ten (10) hour work day may be scheduled between the hours of 6:00a.m. and 8:00p.m. Prior to
changing a shift from 5x8 hours to 4x10 hours, a contractor must give at least five (5) calendar days advance notice to the employees. Nothing herein shall be construed as guaranteeing any employee forty (40) hours of work per week. Wages and payment shall be in accordance with the applicable MLA.

10.7. Recognized holidays shall be as follows: New Years Day, Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, the Friday after Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. Work may be performed on Labor Day for the preservation of life or property, or as otherwise contemplated under an MLA. In the event a holiday falls on Sunday, the following day, Monday, shall be observed as such holiday. In the event a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding day, Friday, shall be observed as such holiday. Wages and payment shall be in accordance with the applicable MLA.

10.8. Contractor(s) shall provide certified payroll records to the District within ten (10) business days of written request or as required by bid specifications.

ARTICLE 11. JOINT ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES

11.1 The parties to this Agreement shall establish a six (6) -person Joint Administrative Committee. This Committee shall be comprised of three (3) representatives selected by the District and three (3) representatives selected by the Union(s). Each representative shall designate an alternate who shall serve in his or her absence for any purpose contemplated by this Agreement. The Joint Administrative Committee shall meet as required to review the implementation of the Agreement and the progress of the Project.

11.2 The Joint Administrative Committee shall appoint a Joint Administrative Subcommittee consisting of one District representative and one Union(s) representative for the purpose of convening to confer in an attempt to resolve a grievance that has been filed consistent with Article 12.2. The Joint Administrative Subcommittee shall meet as required to resolve grievances described in Article 12.2 by majority vote, with such resolutions to be final and binding with regard to parties to the grievance. A failure of any party or parties to attend said hearing shall not delay the hearing of evidence or issuance of an award by the Joint Administrative Subcommittee, if such award is made by a majority vote, and the hearing shall proceed ex parte.

ARTICLE 12. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

12.1. All disputes concerning the interpretation and/or application of this Agreement which do not fall within the Article 6, No-Strike/No-Lockout procedure or Article 7, Work Assignments and Jurisdictional Disputes shall be governed by the following grievance and arbitration procedure. Any Contractor(s) which is not otherwise bound through an
MLA with a Union(s) to a grievance procedure which has jurisdiction to consider and resolve disputes over the imposition of discipline or dismissal of its construction persons working on this Project shall be bound to the grievance procedure contained in the MLA of the craft representing the employee(s) involved in the dispute. Such Contractor(s) shall not impose discipline or dismissal on its construction persons covered by this Agreement except in accordance with the procedures and standards of the applicable MLA, including applicable just cause standards.

12.2. Grievances between one or more Union(s) and one or more Contractor(s) regarding alleged violations of this Agreement shall be pursued according to the following provisions:

12.2.1 A grievance shall be considered null and void if not brought to the attention of the affected Contractor(s) or the Union(s) within ten (10) business days after the grievance is alleged to have occurred, and in no event more than thirty (30) calendar days after the charging party became aware of the event giving rise to the dispute.

12.2.2 Grievances shall be settled or otherwise resolved according to the following Steps and provisions:

Step 1: The Union(s)' or Contractor(s)' representative and the grievant shall attempt to resolve the grievance with the craft supervisor or Contractor(s) representative.

Step 2: In the event the matter remains unresolved in Step 1 above, within five (5) business days, the grievance shall be reduced to writing and may then be referred by the Union(s) or the Contractor(s) to the other party for discussion and resolution.

Step 3: In the event that the Union(s) and Contractor(s) representatives are unable to resolve the dispute within the five (5) business days after its referral to Step 2, either involved party may submit the dispute within five (5) business days to the Joint Administrative Subcommittee established in Article 11. The Joint Administrative Subcommittee shall meet within five (5) business days after such referral (or such longer time as is mutually agreed upon by the representatives on the Joint Administrative Subcommittee) to confer in an attempt to resolve the grievance. Regardless of which party has initiated the grievance proceeding, prior to the meeting of the Joint Administrative Subcommittee, the Union(s) shall notify its international Union(s) representative(s), which shall advise both parties if it intends on participating in the meeting. The participation by the International Union(s) Representative in this Step 3 meeting shall not delay the time set herein for the meeting, unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties. If the Joint Administrative Subcommittee resolves the grievance by majority vote, that resolution is final and binding on Union(s) and Contractor(s). If the dispute is not resolved by the Joint Administrative Subcommittee, it may be referred within five (5) business days by either party to Step 4.
At the time a grievance is submitted under this Agreement or any MLA, the Union(s) may request that the District withhold and retain a reasonable estimate of what is due and owing from the Contractor(s) against whom the grievance is filed, sufficient to cover the damages alleged in the grievance, should the Union(s) prevail. To the extent permitted by law, the amount shall be retained by the District until such time as the underlying grievance giving rise to the retention is withdrawn, settled, or otherwise resolved, and the retained amount shall be paid to whomever the parties to the grievance shall decide, or to whomever an arbitrator shall order.

Step 4: In the event the matter remains unresolved in Step 3, either party to the grievance may request, within five (5) business days, that the dispute be submitted to arbitration. The time limits set out in this procedure may, upon mutual agreement, be extended. Any request for arbitration, request for extension of time limits, and agreement to extend such time limits shall be in writing.

Step 5: The Parties agree that the arbitrator who will hear the grievance shall be selected from the list of arbitrators set forth on Addendum B. The parties shall flip a coin to determine who shall strike the first name and shall then alternately strike names from the list and the last remaining name shall be the neutral third party arbitrator who shall have the power to resolve the dispute in a final and binding manner. Should a party to the procedure fail or refuse to participate in the hearing, if the arbitrator determines that proper notice of the hearing has been given, said hearing shall proceed to a default award. The arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding on all parties to the arbitration. The costs of the arbitration, including the arbitrator’s fee and expenses, shall be borne equally by the parties to the arbitration. The arbitrator’s decision shall be confined to the question(s) posed by the grievance, and the arbitrator shall not have authority to modify amend, alter, add to, or subtract from, any provisions of this Agreement.

12.3. Grievances raised by District against one or more Union(s), or by one or more Union(s) against the District, alleging violations of this Agreement shall be settled or otherwise resolved according to the following steps and provisions:

Step 1: The Joint Administrative Subcommittee shall attempt to resolve the grievance. The Joint Administrative Subcommittee shall meet within five (5) business days after receipt of the grievance (or such longer time as is mutually agreed upon by the representatives on this Joint Administrative Subcommittee) to confer with regard to the grievance. If the dispute is resolved by majority vote of the Joint Administrative Subcommittee, that decision is binding on the District and Union(s) party to the dispute.

Step 2: In the event the matter remains unresolved pursuant to Step 1, either Party may request that the dispute be submitted to arbitration as set forth in Article 12.2.2, Step 5.
Step 3: Should a party to the procedure fail or refuse to participate in the hearing, if the arbitrator determines that proper notice of the hearing has been given, said hearing shall proceed to a default award. The Arbitrator's award shall be final and binding on all parties to the arbitration. The costs of the arbitration, including the arbitrator's fee and expenses, shall be borne equally by the parties to the arbitration. The arbitrator's decision shall be confined to the question(s) posed by the grievance and the arbitrator shall not have authority to modify amend, alter, add to, or subtract from, any provisions of this Agreement.

12.4. Grievances between a Union(s) and a Union(s)' signatory Contractor(s) involving interpretation or application of the MLA shall be governed by the grievance procedures contained in the MLA.

ARTICLE 13. UNION(S) RECOGNITION AND REPRESENTATION

13.1 The Contractor(s) recognize the Union(s) signatory hereto as the sole and exclusive collective bargaining representatives for all craft employees on the Project.

13.2 No employee subject to this Agreement may be required to join any Union(s) as a condition of being first employed on the Project. For the period during which they are performing Covered Work, all employees who are employed by the Contractor(s) shall, as a condition of employment for Covered Work, on or before the eighth (8) day of consecutive or cumulative employment in Covered Work, be responsible for the payment of the applicable monthly working dues and any associated fees uniformly required for union membership in the Union(s), to the extent permitted by law. Further, there is nothing in this Agreement that would prevent non-Union(s) employees from joining the Union(s).

13.3 Authorized representatives of the Union(s) shall have access to the site at all times. Such representatives shall comply with reasonable visitor safety and security rules established for the Project. Access for Union(s)’s representatives will not be unduly restricted.

13.4 In accordance with the applicable MLA, each Union(s) shall have the right to designate a working journeyman as a steward for each shift, and shall notify the Contractor(s) in the writing of the designated steward or stewards prior to the assumption of such person’s duties as steward.

ARTICLE 14. REFERRAL – TARGETED HIRE

14.1 All employees employed by Contractor(s) shall be dispatched by the Union(s). Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement or Project Employment Requirements, all
Contractor(s) shall be bound by and utilize the registration facilities and referral systems established or authorized by the relevant MLAs.

14.2. Contractor(s) are subject to Project Employment Requirements, which are terms of all prime contracts and subcontracts for the Project, and with which all Contractor(s) are required to comply. In the event of any conflict between the Project Employment Requirements and this Agreement with regard to responsibilities of Union(s), the terms of this Agreement shall prevail and take precedence.

14.3. The Union(s) accept requests for and to provide referrals of Federal Targeted Workers needed in order for Contractor(s) to satisfy requirements of the Project Employment Requirements, on a priority basis, to the extent consistent with the relevant MLA. Contractor(s) agree to request such workers in writing and maintain copies of all such requests. All written requests for workers shall be available for inspection upon request by authorized representatives of the District.

14.4. In the event that a Contractor(s) not signatory to an MLA has its own core workforce, the Contractor(s) may request by name, and the Union(s) shall honor, referral of persons who demonstrate the following qualifications:

1) possess any license and/or certifications required by State or Federal law for the Project work to be performed

2) have worked a total of at least one thousand (1000) hours in the construction craft during the prior three (3) years; and

3) were on the Contractor(s)’ active payroll for at least 60 out of 100 calendar days prior to the contract award;

4) have the ability to perform safely the basic functions of the applicable trade; and

5) Federal Targeted Workers.

The Union(s) will first refer to such a Contractor(s) one journeyman employee from the hiring hall out-of-work list for the affected trade or craft, and will thereafter refer one of such Contractor(s)’ “core” employees as a journeyman and shall repeat the process, one and one, until such Contractor(s)’ crew requirements are met or until such Contractor(s) has hired no more than five (5) “core” employees, whichever occurs first. Thereafter, all additional employees shall be hired exclusively from the Union(s)’ hiring hall out-of-work lists, except for any hire made pursuant to Article 14.5. Hiring hall referrals made pursuant to this Article 14.4 shall be made in conformance with Article 14.3. For the duration of the Contractor(s)’ work, the ratio shall be maintained, and when the Contractor(s)’ workforce is reduced, employees shall be reduced in the same ratio of core employees to hiring hall referrals as was applied in the initial hiring. Contractor(s)
signatory to an MLA shall be bound to use the hiring hall provisions contained in the MLA, except as specifically set forth in this Agreement.

14.5. In the event that referral facilities maintained by the Union(s) are unable to fill the requisition of a Contractor(s), including a request for a Federal Targeted Worker, within a forty-eight (48) hour period after such request is made by a Contractor(s), Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays excluded, the Contractor(s) shall be free to (i) obtain Federal Targeted Workers from an Alternative Referral Source as described in the Construction Careers Policy, and (ii) obtain other workers from any source. Upon hiring employees from a source other than Union(s)’ referral facilities, the Contractor(s) shall immediately notify the appropriate Union(s) of the name and address of such employees hired, with such employees bound by relevant provisions of the MLA during performance of work for the Project, except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement.

14.6. Unions shall not be required to comply with provisions of Articles 14.3 and 14.5 related to referral and employment of Federal Targeted Workers if the District revises the Project Employment Requirements approved by the District’s Board of Directors concurrently with this Agreement, unless such revision is accompanied by a letter of support from the Trades Council.

14.7. Apprentices.

14.7.1. Recognizing the need to maintain continuing support of programs designed to develop adequate numbers of competent workers in the construction industry, Contractor(s) will employ apprentices in the respective Union(s) to perform such work as is within their capabilities and which is customarily performed by the Union(s) in which they are indentured. Union(s) will cooperate by referring apprentices to Contractor(s) as requested in order to facilitate Contractor(s)’ satisfaction of Project Employment Requirements, and shall encourage joint labor-management apprenticeship programs to provide such referrals. Union(s) agree that apprentices shall be dispatched to any Contractor(s) working under this Agreement.

14.7.2. In order to facilitate General Contractor(s)’ satisfaction of the apprentice sponsorship requirement of the Construction Careers Policy, Union(s) shall cooperate and take the following steps, and shall encourage joint labor-management apprenticeship programs to take the following steps:

a) accept sponsored Disadvantaged Workers into joint labor/management apprenticeship programs, and refer new apprentices to Contractor(s) upon request;

b) if sponsored Disadvantaged Workers are not accepted into a joint labor/management apprenticeship program, upon request from the District or a sponsoring Contractor(s), provide information regarding the reasons for not accepting the worker into the program (to the extent allowed by law), and work
collaboratively with the District and the Contractor(s) to resolve obstacles to enrollment of that worker and other Disadvantaged Workers;

c) respond to District requests regarding retention and progress through the apprenticeship program of new apprentices over the duration of this Agreement, to the extent allowed by law;

d) facilitate, encourage, and assist Disadvantaged Workers to commence and progress in joint labor/management apprenticeship programs;

e) develop and collaborate with effective pre-apprenticeship programs to prepare Disadvantaged Workers to become new apprentices;

f) assist with recruitment of Disadvantaged Workers for such programs;

g) assist in connecting Disadvantaged Workers with Contractor(s), for sponsorship opportunities.

14.8. The parties only recognize the State-approved Apprenticeship training programs administered by Joint Labor/Management Apprenticeship Training Committees for the purposes of meeting the goals of this Article 14 and of the Agreement.

ARTICLE 15. NON-DISCRIMINATION

15.1 The Contractor(s) and Union(s) agree to comply with all anti-discrimination provisions of federal, state and local law, to protect employees and applicants for employment, on the Project.

ARTICLE 16. DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

16.1. The parties recognize that the project is covered by the District’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program (“DBE Program”), which includes a small business component, and which implements the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise requirements for USDOT-funded projects. In keeping with the DBE Program’s purpose of assisting certain businesses in overcoming the disadvantages that have resulted from the operation of various economic, social and cultural forces, the District and the signatory Union(s) believe that these goals can be achieved and operate within the framework of this Agreement.

16.2. The parties agree that for the purposes of this Agreement, the definition of “Construction Contract(s)” shall not include contracts or subcontracts that are otherwise covered by the scope of this Agreement that have an estimated value below five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000), and that are awarded to contractors who are certified under the DBE Program, to that extent that such contracts or subcontracts are within parameters set forth in Articles
16.2 and 16.3 of this Agreement. Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties, the aggregate value of all contracts falling under this exclusion will not exceed five million dollars ($5,000,000). The Council shall be notified prior to execution of any contract pursuant to this Article 16.2. The exclusion described in this Article 16 may be applicable to contractors that are signatory or are not signatory to MLAs.

16.3. The parties intend that the implementation of this Article 16 shall not have a significantly disproportionate impact on any particular craft or upon certified Federal Program contractors already signatory to MLAs. Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties, the District shall ensure that no more than ten percent (10%) of any particular craft's work may be subject to this Article 16.

16.4. The Union(s) agree that they will not undertake any conduct described in Article 6.1.1 against a contractor performing work on the Project under this provision, and the parties expressly agree that any such work shall not be subject to Trust Fund contributions.

ARTICLE 17. WAGE SCALES AND FRINGE BENEFITS

17.1. All Contractor(s) agree to pay contributions to the established vacation, pension and other form of deferred compensation plan, apprenticeship, and health benefit funds established by the applicable MLA for each hour worked on the Project in the amounts designated in the MLAs of the appropriate Union(s).

17.2. All employees covered by this Agreement shall be classified and paid in accordance with the classification and wage scales contained in the applicable MLA. Other terms and conditions of employment on the Project shall be governed by the MLAs, copies of which shall be on file with the District, to the extent such MLAs are not inconsistent with this Agreement.

17.3. During the period of construction on this Project, the Contractor(s) agree to recognize and put into effect such increases in wages and recognized fringe benefits as shall be negotiated between the various Union(s) and the historically recognized local bargaining parties on the effective date as set forth in the applicable MLAs. In the event that an MLA is renegotiated during the term of this Agreement, the Union(s) shall notify the Contractor(s) in writing of the specific increases in wages and recognized fringe benefits and the date on which they become effective.

17.4. The Contractor(s) hereby adopt and agree to be bound by the written terms of the legally established Trust Funds referred to in Article 17.1, specifying the detailed basis on which contributions are to be made into, and benefits paid out of, such Trust Funds. The Contractor(s) authorize the parties to such Trust Funds to appoint trustees and successor trustees to administer the Trust Funds, and hereby ratify and accept the trustees so appointed as if made by the Contractor(s).
17.5. Wage rates, fringe benefits or working conditions negotiated in MLAs which are construed to apply exclusively or predominantly to the construction work covered by this Agreement will not be recognized or applied on work covered by this Agreement.

ARTICLE 18. HEALTH AND SAFETY

18.1. The employees covered by the terms of this Agreement shall at all times, while in the employ of the Contractor(s), be bound by the safety rules and regulations as established by the District and Contractor(s) and in accordance with OSHA/Cal-OSHA. These rules and regulations will be published and posted at conspicuous places throughout the Project.

18.2. In accordance with the requirements of OSHA/Cal-OSHA, it shall be the exclusive responsibility of each Contractor(s) on the Project to assure safe working conditions for its employees and compliance by them with any safety rules contained herein or established by the Contractor(s).

18.3. A convenient supply of cold and potable drinking water shall be provided by the Contractor(s).

18.4. The Contractor(s) and Union(s) agree to abide by the substance abuse policies contained in the applicable MLA. The Contractor(s) and Union(s) understand that the facilities are smoke free sites.

ARTICLE 19. HELMETS TO HARDHATS

19.1 The parties recognize a desire to facilitate the entry into the Building and Construction Trade Union(s) of Veterans who are interested in careers in the building and construction industry. The parties agree to utilize the services of the Center for Military Recruitment, Assessment and Veteran’s Employment (hereinafter “Center”) and the Center’s “Helmets to Hardhats” program to serve as a resource for preliminary orientation, assessment of construction aptitude, referral to apprenticeship programs or hiring halls, counseling and mentoring, support network, employment opportunities and other needs as identified by the parties.

19.2 The Union(s) and Contractor(s) agree to coordinate with the Center to create and maintain an integrated database of Veterans interested in working on this Project and of apprenticeship and employment opportunities for this Project. To the extent permitted by law, the Union(s) will give credit to such Veterans for bona fide, provable past experience.
ARTICLE 20.  MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

20.1. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, such that original signatures may appear on separate pages, and when bound together all necessary signatures shall constitute an original. Facsimile/PDF signature pages transmitted separately to other parties to this Agreement shall be deemed equivalent to original signatures.

20.2. Warranty of Authority. Each of the persons signing this Agreement represents and warrants that such person has been duly authorized to sign this Agreement on behalf of the party indicated, and each of the parties by signing this Agreement warrants and represents that such party is legally authorized and entitled to enter into this Agreement.

20.3. Public Contract Code. This Agreement incorporates requirements of the California Public Contract Code applicable to the District’s contracting program.

20.4. Ratification by Governing Board. This Agreement has been approved by the District Board of Directors.

ARTICLE 21.  ENTIRE AGREEMENT

21.1. This Agreement represents the complete understanding of the parties. The provisions of this Agreement, including the MLAs (except with regard to matters on which this Agreement contains conflicting terms), shall apply to the work covered by this Agreement. Practices not part of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall not be recognized.

21.2. The Union(s) agree that this Agreement covers all matters affecting wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment, and that during the term of this Agreement, neither the Contractor(s), nor the Union(s) will be required to negotiate on any further matters affecting these or any other subjects not specifically set forth in this Agreement except by mutual agreement of the Union(s) involved and the District.

ARTICLE 22.  GENERAL SAVINGS CLAUSE

22.1. It is the intention of the District and the Union(s) to comply with all laws governing the subject matter of this Agreement. If any Article or provision of this Agreement shall be declared invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable by any competent authority of the executive, legislative, judicial or administrative branch of the federal, state or local government, the parties shall suspend the operation of each such article or provision during the period of invalidity. Such suspension shall not affect the operation of any other provision covered in this Agreement to which the law or regulation is not applicable. Further, the Contractor(s) and Union(s) agree that if and when any or all provisions of this Agreement are finally held or determined to be illegal or void by a Court of
competent jurisdiction, the parties will promptly enter into negotiations concerning the substance affected by such decision for the purpose of achieving conformity with the requirements of an applicable law and the intent of this Agreement. Any term of this Agreement that is deemed to be prohibited by federal or state funding sources shall not be effective; remaining terms shall remain in effect. In the event that application of a provision of this Agreement is prohibited by such funding source or sources, the Parties to this Agreement will negotiate in good faith a replacement provision, within the parameters set forth by the funding source, and advancing the initial intent of this Agreement to the greatest extent feasible.

ARTICLE 23. DURATION OF AGREEMENT

23.1. This Agreement shall become effective on the day it is executed by the duly authorized representatives of the District and the Council, and shall continue in full force and effect until conclusion or performance of Covered Work. The District and the Council may mutually agree in writing to amend, extend or terminate this Agreement at any time.

23.2. Construction of any phase, portion, section, or segment of Project Work shall be deemed complete when such phase, portion, section, or segment has been turned over to the District by the Prime Contractor(s) and the District has accepted such phase, portion, section, or segment. As areas and systems of the Project are inspected and construction-tested and/or approved and accepted by the District, the Agreement shall have no further force or effect on such items or areas, except when the Prime Contractor(s) is directed by the District to repair or modify as required by its contract(s) with the District.

23.3. Notice of each final acceptance received by the Prime Contractor(s) will be provided to the Council with the description of what portion, segment, etc. has been accepted. Final acceptance may be subject to a “punch list” and in such case, the Agreement will continue to apply to each such item on the list until it is completed to the satisfaction of the District and Notice of Acceptance is given by the District or its representative to the Prime Contractor(s). At the request of the Union(s), complete information describing any “punch list” work, as well as any additional work required of a Contractor(s) at the discretion of the District pursuant to 24.2 above, involving otherwise turned over and completed facilities which have been accepted by the District, will be available.
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ADDENDUM A

PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENT
FOR THE
AC TRANSIT BUS RAPID TRANSIT PROJECT

CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT TO BE BOUND

The undersigned, as a Contractor(s) or Subcontractor (CONTRACTORS) on the
PROJECT, (hereinafter PROJECT), for and in consideration of the award to it of a
contract to perform work on said PROJECT, and in further consideration of the mutual promises made in
the "Project Labor Agreement" (hereinafter AGREEMENT), a copy of which was received and is
acknowledged, hereby:

(1) Accepts and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of the AGREEMENT, together with
any and all amendments and supplements now existing or which are later made thereto:

(2) Agrees to be bound by the legally established Trust Agreements as set forth in Article 17 of this
AGREEMENT; and

(3) Authorizes the parties to such Trust Agreements to appoint trustees and successor trustees to
administer the trust funds and hereby ratifies and accepts the trustees so appointed as if made by
the CONTRACTORS; and

(4) Certifies that it has no commitments or agreements which would preclude its full and complete
compliance with the terms and conditions of said AGREEMENT; and

(5) Agrees to secure from any CONTRACTORS (as defined in said AGREEMENT) which is or
becomes a Subcontractor (of any tier) to it, a duly executed Agreement To Be Bound in form
identical to this document.

Dated: ________________________________

______________________________
(Name of Contractor(s))

______________________________
(Name of Contractor(s)) (Authorized Officer & Title)

______________________________
(Project ) (Address)

PLA for Bus Rapid Transit Project
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(CSLB #)

(Area Code)  (Phone)

(Fax)

(Motor Carrier (CA) Permit Number)
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